Why Cotton For Feminine Hygiene Products?

History of use going back thousands of years for light breathable apparel (next to the skin)

A staple for comfort and dryness (cotton crotch materials) in panties and panty hose for years
- Soft
- Breathable

Demonstrated consumer appeal – no worry when used
- Safe
- Clean
- Hygienic
- Skin Friendly (Ideal for sensitive skin)
- Proven performance

Healthy Skin
- Helps prevent and alleviate skin irritation and rashes
- Wicks away moisture to keep skin dry
- Skin pH compatible
- Breathable – allows air to dry and cool the skin

Does its job without feeling it
- Soft
- Collapses without sharp creases
- Doesn’t stick to skin
- Comfortable

A Natural fiber
- Comes directly from nature
- Disposable (Biodegradable)

Attributes
- Highly resilient fiber
- Becomes stronger when wet
- Quick liquid uptake
- Superior liquid retention

Feminine Hygiene Applications:
Tampons
Panty Liner & Sanitary Napkins
- Cover stock
- Acquisition Distribution Layers

Barnhardt Offering for Feminine Hygiene:
HyDri™ Cotton – for feminine care cover stock - NEW
HiLoft™ Cotton – for acquisition distribution layers - NEW

Take comfort and performance to a new level with Barnhardt Bleached Cotton!

PH 855-841-0731
www.barnhardtcotton.net